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Janice Gabel. Edgewood, New Mexico.

Angie Vangalis. Coppell, Texas.

THE SUMMIT ENVELOPES
I never get over the surprise and joy of
opening my mailbox to find a beautifully
decorated envelope from a friend. Now,
as director of The Summit, the 2013
International Calligraphy Conference,
this is a near-daily occurrence.
I have received envelopes with all manner of letterforms (Spencerian, Italic,
Neuland, various pointed pen and brush
scripts) and ones with lovely images
featuring our beautiful mountains. Each

has been carefully designed and executed, and all are much appreciated.
After choosing just a few to share
here, I looked at return addresses and
found I knew many of the senders. I
was reminded of how many new friends
have been made at conferences and
how I look forward to seeing them each
year. This aspect of the international
conferences is perhaps my favorite –
the gathering together of so many who

share the same passion and who become
friends. And as you know, more calligraphy friends means a greater possibility
of happy surprises in my mailbox! 
		
– Cecelia Harris
The Summit will take place July 21–28,
2013 and will be held at Colorado College
in Colorado Springs, Colorado. For more
information, visit their website at
http://2013calligraphyconference.com
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THE BOW VALLEY
CALLIGRAPHY GUILD
By Gail Stevens

Numbers (2012). Thea Lynn Paul. 10" x 10". Gesso, watercolor, black monoline
pens on canvas. I wanted to play with colors, squares, and overlapping similar to a
poster on my wall, so I created this piece of numbers for the Stampede show. I did a
lot of preliminary work using the number boxes to get just the effect I wanted.

Trees (2012). Margaret Van Diest.
14" x 15". Collage, walnut ink.
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Ravens (2006). Colleen Nagel. 16" x 14".
Cut paper and Tyvek.

The Bow Valley Calligraphy Guild has
been encouraging and educating the
people of Calgary, Alberta, Canada in every aspect of elegant, beautiful letters for
thirty years. Founded in 1981 by Betty
Locke and a group of enthusiastic beginners, the name is a tribute to the Valley
Calligraphy Guild in Eugene, Oregon,
where Betty received her calligraphic
training. From small beginnings, the
guild grew to approximately 400 in the
1970s, including local members along
with many from out of the area that
joined to receive our newsletter. Today
we have some 250 members.
The guild meets once a month and
hosts many workshops featuring both
local talent and out-of-town teachers.
From our earliest years we have had access to and supported the best instructors. Martin Jackson, Julian Waters,
Thomas Ingmire, Peter Thornton, Nancy
Culmone, Carl Rohrs, Gottfried Pott,
Thomas Hoyer, and Yves Leterme have
all come, along with many others.
We have always been proud of our
Newsletter (now Journal), which is
published three times a year and which
has reached a large audience in Canada,
the United States, and overseas. We have
integrated our meetings and journal
topics so the first feeds into the second.
This works in the following way:
We start in September with an
Enrichment meeting, and for it we set a
topic that (we hope) will appeal to our
members, providing some fun and some
learning. One or two take on the task
of leading the meeting and teaching
the topic. The members bring whatever

THREE-DIMENSIONAL DESIGNING
BY JULIE GRAY

Three-dimensional cut-paper letterforms based on Martin Jackson’s
double-stroke alphabet. Letters are approximately 1" tall.

I started looking at calligraphy differently after
taking a weeklong class with Dave Wood, the
paper sculpture master from Australia, at the
2008 summer calligraphy conference held near
Chicago, Illinois. That class turned out to be an
aha! moment for me. Since then, I have explored
different ways to use paper in three dimensions,
trying to focus exclusively on flowers and letters.
For the past two years, I have been creating
calligraphic alphabets with a group based in
Australia called A Letter a Week, where we each
do one letter each week, ending up with two
alphabets a year. We post our progress online
using a blog.
This has given me an opportunity to create
different styles of alphabets in 3-D. I started
out with a beloved alphabet based on Martin
Jackson’s double-stroke letters. For each letter,
I traced the form and transferred it to white
paper. Next, I cut out the pieces, formed each
letter, and then put them together into a book or
on a broadside.
I separated each letter into strokes, transferring the stroke outlines onto good paper, and
cut out the individual strokes. Then I combined
the cutout strokes, gluing them back into letters.
It’s like putting a puzzle together. The more
complicated the letter, the more intricate the
reconstruction.
In general, the technique for this involves
the following steps. You will need to modify
them for various designs, but this is the basic
principle.
1. Write or draw the letter or word on paper.
Next trace the outline of the letter(s) on tracing
paper or tracing vellum.
2. As you do this, divide the letter into strokes
by tracing the stroke shapes onto the tracing
paper. (If your letters have overlapping strokes,
the strokes will have to be traced as individual
separate shapes.) Flip over the tracing paper shapes and, using Saral Transfer or other
graphite paper, transfer the shape outlines onto
the BACK of the art paper to be cut out. I prefer
Rives BFK for its softness and pliability.
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PAPER, PAPER, EVERYWHERE!
Creating a Coptic-Bound Sketchbook with Art Paper
BY SANDY WAGNER
I’m addicted to
paper. I hoard
sheets like a
child collects
baseball cards
or toy cars. I
like the way
it feels and
smells. I buy
it with dreams
of books and broadsides. But more often, like a quilt maker’s cloth or a
knitter’s yarn, my paper ends up stored away.
Then there are the papers from workshops where I create with paste,
paint, and collage. When I get home those sheets usually end up stashed
under a bed, in a paper file, on a shelf, or behind a worktable. Often I take
them out and sort through them, and perhaps one will light a creative
spark. But then I reorganize the rest and once again store them away.
That was a pretty regular scenario until a year or so ago when I came
home from a weeklong workshop with a very large stack of creative
papers. This time I was determined that they were not going into storage.
The solution: instead of waiting for that perfect artistic moment, why not
tear them down and turn them into small sketchbooks? Tear them up?
Yes, create signatures for sketchbooks that would make me want to write,
paint, or draw rather than holding paper for that elusive “someday.”
I needed books that were not too large, since I didn’t want the page size
to be intimidating. I also wanted the books to open and lie flat. Coptic
binding seemed the perfect solution. To save time, I used 5.25" x 7.25"
precut Davey board for the covers. Most of my painted papers are on
Arches Text or Arches MBM Ingres, so for the blank pages, I delved into
my supply of Hahnemühle (German) Ingres and Bugra, as well as Arches
Text Wove (Velin) and Arches MBM.
These were going to be “no rules” books. I wasn’t going to spoil the fun
by worrying about whether the paper was precisely cut or the grain was
running parallel to the spine. For each book I needed 6 to 10 signatures,
each created from 3 or 4 folded sheets using both new paper and art
papers randomly layered. The signatures would be bound between colorful boards covered with the same papers. The binding material could
be anything I found lying about the studio – linen thread, cotton twine,
hemp or jute, even embroidery thread.
Tools and Materials Needed
 Text weight paper, both plain
and painted for the signatures
 12" x 17" text weight painted sheet
 5.25" x 7.25" precut Davey Board
 12" or 18" metal-edged ruler
 Jade PVA adhesive
 Glue brush / jelly jar
 Craft knife (Excel, X-ACTO brand)
 Cutting mat
 Small scissors
 Pencil
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 Bone folder
 Japanese push drill (screw drill)
 Bookbinding awl
 Piercing cradle
 Binder’s clips
 Curved bookbinder’s needles
 Binding/sewing thread
 Beeswax
 Paper to glue on (old magazines)
 Covered weights or book press
 Wax paper for pressing

THE COVERS

1. Choose a sheet from among your art papers. It should be large enough
that you can cut four pieces to cover the Davey board. Grain direction is
not important since they will be glued in place. You’ll need 2 pieces for
the outside of the cover cut approximately ½" larger on all sides to wrap
around the board. The 2 pieces for the inside covers are cut approximately ⅛" smaller on each side. The corners of the larger pieces are cut across
diagonally to remove the excess paper. Note: you should leave at least 1½
board depths between the corner cut and the board, otherwise the board
will show.
2. Apply the glue to the back of the cover paper, let the paper rest slightly,
and then center your cover on it.

3. Stand the board on one end to bend the paper, then slide the bone
folder along the edge to crease the fold.

4. Fold the paper over onto the board, gently running your bone folder or
fingers from the center outward to press the paper onto the board. Repeat
for the opposite end.

LETTERING ON THE WALLS OF A CHURCH
BY HOLLY MONROE PHOTOS BY TERESA CLEARY AND HOLLY MONROE

My lettering on the soffit along the length of the church’s Fellowship Commons room.

When Northminster Presbyterian Church in Cincinnati,
Ohio, called me in the Spring of 2012, my mission, should I
choose to accept it, would be to letter nine phrases from the
New Testament, Romans 12. They would enhance two fiftyfoot lengths of soffits, eighteen feet off of the ground, in the
Fellowship Commons. In the end, the text would include ten
decorated and illuminated letters with the remaining words
in a variety of colors, harmonious with the wall color. The goal
was to present meaningful words to live by, beautiful enough
to attract readers and in turn penetrate their hearts.
I had never lettered on walls, much less on movable scaffolding. I typically letter and illuminate at a drawing board. Yikes!
What was I getting myself into? Literally rising to the challenge, I jumped in wholeheartedly.
My first meeting was with an amazing art committee composed of church members, all with differing artistic bents.
Our goal was to determine the lettering style. I packed up my
samples plus my favorite Letter Arts Review and Bound &
Lettered issues, and off I went to dazzle them with possibilities. After an hour and a half of perusing the pages, we settled
on four styles to be sketched out on graph paper. From these,
they would choose one.
Uncial was the winner! It worked well with the circular window in front of the room. Still, I was a little concerned. Would
so many phrases in these wide letters fit the two soffits? The
committee suggested compressing the Uncial. I was reluctant
and began lettering 8" tall (uncompressed) Uncials with wal30
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Examples in four lettering styles (Versal, Blackletter, and two
Uncials) were sketched out on graph paper and the church
committee choose one.

nut ink on a roll of brown paper at my studio. Initially, I was
going to letter on a small scale and enlarge (which I recommend you consider), but I was pressed for time and was eager
to see how the words would fit actual size. Actual size was a
good call for this job.

